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Local Sake Breweries
Brand

Brewery

獅子の里
Shishinosato

松浦酒造
Matsuura Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Matsuura Brewery was established in 1772 in the hot
spring town of Yamanaka Onsen, in southern Ishikawa.
They exclusively produce junmai varieties of sake
perfect for enjoying with a meal, brewed using
Yamanaka’s incredibly soft water.
This sake is brewed with rice grown by local farmers,
using traditional techniques, for results that bring out
the delicious flavor of the rice and complement fresh
seasonal dishes.

URL http://www.shishinosato.com/

Food Pairing

Featured Sake

Yamanaka Haben Fish Cake
代表取締役
松浦 文昭 氏
CEO
Fumiaki Matsuura

獅子の里

Try topping Yamanaka
haben fish cake with
cheese, duck, or conger
eel, then toasting it in a
toaster oven to bring out
its flavor. The perfect
match for dry junmai sake.

超辛純米

Shishinosato Cho karakuchi Junmai
Made with water from
a sacred spring on the
grounds of Ioji Temple.
This water is
exceptionally soft,
lending itself to brewing
extremely dry junmai
sake with a mild flavor
and a clean, crisp
aftertaste — perfect
alongside any meal.
The brewery uses
Ishikawamon rice, a
unique new variety that
can be found only in
Ishikawa, grown by the
brewers.
More Infomation
（A delicious ways to drink） Specific designation：
Junmai-shu
With its crisp finish,
Raw ingredients：
this sake is equally
Ishikawamon
delicious chilled, at
polished rice ratio:65%
room temperature,
Sake meter value ：
or warmed.
＋8～10
Excellent with meals.

Cups for Well Suited
Yamanaka laccqueware
Crafted by woodcraft
artisans of Yamanaka in
pursuit of the natural
warmth of wood, for a sake
dish designed to maximize
the flavor of sake.
A beautiful item to add a
touch of nature to your day.

Fermented Products from
Sake Breweries
Sake lees Soft-serve Ice Cream

Shopping Information (e.g.)
・Matsuura Shuzo

2-Chome, Yamanakaonsenhonmachi, Kaga-shi, Ishikawa

A country or region where you can buy
or drink the sake of our brewery

（ Singapore , Germany(Frankfurt) , Dubai ）

Soft-serve ice cream made
with sake lees for a
delicious ginjo aroma,
considered the “vanilla of
Japan.”
Sake lees are said to be
good for both health and
beauty — give them a try!

